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Archaeological investigations at 171–173 Bermondsey Street revealed the chalk foundations of a building
and two north–south ditches dated to the late medieval period. The well-preserved finds assemblages recovered
from within the fills of the late medieval ditch included turned wooden bowls, leather shoes and several fish
bones. The site findings are an indication of the influence of Bermondsey Abbey on the development and
topography of Bermondsey, the probable activities that took place within the abbey precinct and the diet of
the residents.

Introduction

An archaeological excavation was conducted by Pre-Construct Archaeology Ltd at 171
Bermondsey Street, Southwark, in advance of its proposed redevelopment as housing by
Acorn Homes plc (fig 1). Full excavation of a single evaluation trench was undertaken in July
and August 2002, once archaeological deposits were identified, under the site code BYG02.
The evaluation and excavation were conducted after two archaeological watching briefs. The
first comprised the observation of six test pits at nos 171 and 173 in November 2001 (BDU01).
Two test pits at no 171 revealed two 18th century brick walls and made-ground layers dating
to the same period in section (Pooley 2002). In May 2002, ground reduction works in the
basement of no 173 were observed under watching brief conditions, prior to the insertion of
a new basement slab (Taylor 2002). This watching brief revealed the medieval chalk
foundations of a building. The sites occupy a sub-rectangular plot of land extending back
from the east side of Bermondsey Street, to the north of the site of Bermondsey Abbey. At
the time of the excavation the western half of no 171 consisted of a rubble-filled basement
and a lightwell, both of which had disturbed the archaeological strata. Owing to on-site
constraints, development impact, and the depth of the archaeological deposits, full excavation
was confined to the area of the evaluation trench. The excavation comprised a shored-up
trench 3m north–south x 2.8m east–west. A mechanical excavator removed the modern
overburden under archaeological supervision until the top of the post-medieval dump layers
was reached, when hand excavation continued to the alluvial layers beneath the peat. These
layers were recorded using a hand auger down to the natural sand.

The site archive will be deposited at the London Archaeological Archive and Research
Centre (LAARC) at 46 Eagle Wharf Road, London N1 under the site codes BDU01 and
BYG02.

Geology and topography

The underlying geology of the site is Palaeocene London Clay overlain by Pleistocene river
terrace gravels in turn overlain by alluvium (BGS 1998).

The topography of Southwark is complex because of the presence of many sand and gravel
eyots interspersed with braided channels of the river and areas of marshes and mudflats. The
shape of these eyots appears to have remained broadly the same from their late glacial/early
post-glacial formation to the Roman conquest.
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A detailed study of marine transgression and regression sequences was carried out at
Tilbury (Devoy 1979); however, it has been argued (Tyers 1988) that the application of this
model to Southwark sites is inaccurate because Tilbury is much further downstream and local
conditions would have varied. Two major islands are known in the vicinity of the site,
Horsleydown to the north and Bermondsey eyot to the south. Bermondsey and Horsleydown
eyots are likely to have started forming in the early Holocene (Sidell et al 2002). The site at
171 Bermondsey Street would have been located within a channel between the two. In the
later medieval and post-medieval periods the ground was drained and raised for development
and agriculture. The lay brothers of Bermondsey Abbey farmed the surrounding land in the
medieval period and much of the area remained rural until the 19th century, when the
expansion of the local leather industry saw tanneries, factories and workers’ houses built.
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Fig 1 Bermondsey Street, Southwark: site and trench locations, in relation to Bermondsey Abbey and its precinct.
(© Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved)
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Archaeological and historical background

PREHISTORIC

Syntheses of recent archaeological excavations have elucidated the form and extent of
Southwark’s prehistoric eyots and increased the understanding of land-use patterns in the
area (Ridgeway 2003; Sidell et al 2002). Through the addition of geotechnical and
geoarchaeological techniques, there is now a significant body of evidence to indicate that the
sand and gravel eyots of the Bermondsey area were available for human utilisation during
various prehistoric eras as a result of depressed sea levels. Evidence for the Mesolithic
exploitation of Horsleydown eyot to the north has been discovered at 283 Tooley Street,
where waste flakes and blades were recovered from the basal silts of a prehistoric channel
(Drummond-Murray et al 1994, 254). At 167 Tower Bridge Road struck flint dating from
the Middle to Late Bronze Age was recovered from the peat, suggesting there was some form
of prehistoric activity in the vicinity during the formation of the peat (Parsons & Proctor 2000).
An excavation trench located 75m to the south-east at 175 Bermondsey Street (BDK00)
revealed a 1.74m-thick Bronze Age peat layer in the channel between the Horsleydown and
Bermondsey eyots (Darton 2001). It was formed in the Bronze Age period, as the base of the
peat dates to 4950–4930 BP (3000–2980 BC) and the top to 3400–2980 BP (1450–1030 BC)
(Branch & Green 2001). Excavations at Bermondsey Abbey produced quantities of residual
Neolithic/Bronze Age lithics and Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age pottery, and the recovery
of a ceramic weight is a good indicator of contemporary settlement on the Bermondsey eyot
(Sidell et al 2002, 41).

ROMAN

The Roman settlement in Southwark was centred to the north-west of the site in the area of
the present Borough High Street. However, Roman pottery from pits and ditches excavated
on sites on the Bermondsey eyot indicate that there was occupation during the late 1st and
2nd centuries. It is likely that the area was served by a road, connecting it with the southern
end of the main settlement (Heard 1996, 81).

SAXON AND MEDIEVAL

Southwark is mentioned in the Burghal Hidage, which refers to the area as Suthringa geworche
meaning the fortification of the men of Surrey. By the end of the 11th century the name south
work or south burgh distinguished Southwark from the more extensive defensive system that
surrounded the City. The establishment of the Cluniac Priory in c AD 1089, to the south,
possibly on the site of a Saxon predecessor, paved the way for the development of
Bermondsey’s economy and infrastructure. The priory was elevated to the status of a
Benedictine Abbey in AD 1399. Bermondsey Street was established by the late 12th or early
13th century, as it is mentioned as the ‘causeway of Bermundesea’ in deeds of this date; it ran
from the priory precinct to Tooley Street in the north (Carlin 1996, 30–1). By the late 14th
century the area had become more developed and the name ‘Bermondsey Street’ was in use.
Archaeological excavations have demonstrated that there was some use of the land in the
area: a 14th century drain was recorded at the corner of Tower Bridge Road and Bermondsey
Street (GLSMR 092187), and 12th–14th century ditches and a pond were recorded at 33
Tanner Street. At 151–153 Bermondsey Street (BYM00) dumped deposits dating from the
11th century and a timber baseplate and post were revealed (Wooldridge 2003). The
industrialisation of Bermondsey had commenced by the late 14th century with the
establishment of the tanning industry, in an area where the land was cheap and water
plentiful, away from the population of the City.
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POST-MEDIEVAL

As the urban population of Southwark grew during the 17th and 18th centuries the remaining
open ground of previously uninhabitable areas was increasingly used for rubbish disposal and
land reclamation, and subsequently for domestic and industrial development. An
archaeological evaluation at 135–137 Bermondsey Street (Divers 2000) revealed a series of
brick buildings dating to the 17th century, and two phases of post-medieval building activity
were present at 151–153 Bermondsey Street. An excavation on the west side of Bermondsey
Street, at 156–170, revealed two early post-medieval ditches aligned east–west and
north–south – the latter having been dammed and bridged in two locations – and 18th
century activity in the form of brick and timber drains and a cobbled surface (Keith-Lucas,
in prep). Evidence of the tanning industry in the area is well documented in historical and
cartographic sources and more recently in archaeological excavations at 6–8 Morocco Street
(GLSMR 091344), 9 Tanner Street, 33 Tanner Street, 100–114 Bermondsey Street, 9
Leathermarket Street (GLSMR 091666), 151 Bermondsey Street, and from the evaluation
at 175 Bermondsey Street.

The archaeological sequence

NATURAL SAND

The earliest deposit encountered on the site, by auger, was a yellow, medium to coarse, sand
found at –2.44m OD. The sand deposit was at least 0.1m thick and was probably underlain
by natural gravel as the hand auger would not penetrate below this depth.

PREHISTORIC ALLUVIUM AND PEAT

Overlying the sand were three alluvial silt layers, progressively more sandy down towards
the natural sand. These layers would have been deposited in standing or slow-moving water.
A slight incline from south to north was visible in section in the uppermost layer (–1.05m
OD), possibly indicating the edge of a channel. Peat overlay the alluvial silt layers and formed
a 0.9m-thick layer; it was reddish brown in colour and structured with large to very large
fragments of wood, including some in-situ tree roots. The peat was probably formed during
the Bronze Age and was recorded at –0.28m OD. The bottom of the peat found at 175
Bermondsey Street was radiocarbon dated to between 3000 and 2980 BC and the top to
between 1450 and 1030 BC (Darton 2001, 11). This unusually thick peat deposit is likely to
have formed in the large palaeochannel between the Horsleydown and Bermondsey eyots.
Environmental samples from the Bronze Age peat suggest an alder carr woodland and the
charred cereal nodes indicate the presence of humans in the area. A further layer of alluvial
silt was deposited above the peat, which had accumulated between the Early Iron Age and
early medieval period. This layer represents deposition in conditions of standing or slow-
moving water, suggesting the site was once again waterlogged.

LATE 13TH/14TH CENTURY DITCH

A north–south ditch ran along the eastern limits of the trench: it measured at least 0.57m
deep at 0.30m OD although the base of the ditch remained beyond the trench edge (fig 2).
It was filled with brown organic silt with shells of freshwater mollusca indicating that it was
substantial enough to contain semi-permanent water and weeds. A sherd of London-type ware
dated 1240–1350 was recovered from the fill and the ditch had gone out of use by the late
14th century.
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15TH CENTURY GROUND SURFACE AND CHALK BUILDING FOUNDATION AT NO 173

A make-up layer was dumped sealing the north–south ditch and pottery from the make-up
layer dated it to the late 14th century. At 173 Bermondsey Street the chalk and mortar
foundations of a building were recorded during an archaeological watching brief in the
basement (fig 2). The building was probably constructed in the late medieval period because
the medieval ground surface was likely to have been at a level of 0.07m OD which is similar
to the level at which these foundations were recorded.

LATE 15TH CENTURY DITCH

At the end of the 15th century, a north–south ditch was dug, measuring 1.8m wide x 1.12m
deep at 0.59m OD; it ran parallel to the earlier ditch (fig 3). The primary fill was a grey silty
sand with sherds of medieval London-type ware jugs and a sherd of early post-medieval
calcareous redware, suggesting a deposition date of c 1480–1500 ( Jarrett 2002, 29). The
subsequent fill was a blackish organic silt, which yielded quantities of leather and wooden
finds. The freshwater mollusca recovered from environmental samples inhabit shallow water
bodies choked with rotting vegetation where the bottom is anaerobic. Two whole roundwood
stakes were driven into the eastern side of the ditch, possibly representing a fence line. A
further organic fill contained several leather shoes and a wooden bowl, and also the remains
of reeds. Glass from the fills include fragments of a high-status beaker with ribbing decoration
and applied metal dating to the 14th and 15th centuries (Carter 2003). The upper fill
produced sherds of Coarse Border ware, Dutch redware and Cheam ware, dated
1350–1500, but there was also a sherd of an unglazed Siegburg stoneware trichterhalsbecher
jug, dated 1400–1500 ( Jarrett 2002, 29).
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Fig 2 Bermondsey Street, Southwark: late 13th/early 14th century ditch at no 171 and chalk building at no 173.
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16TH CENTURY RECUT

The north–south ditch was recut probably to remove excess silt. An east–west feeder ditch
was cut into the western edge of the ditch and recorded in section measuring 0.25m deep at
0.21m OD; it may have extended west towards the street frontage as a boundary ditch. A
box-quartered stake was driven into the eastern edge of the ditch indicating a revetment or
fence line. Filling the ditches were two more organic-rich deposits with well-preserved wood
and leather finds (0.55m OD). The bowls recovered from this material were decorated with
external lathe-turned grooves similar to many of the bowls and cups found at Coppergate,
York (Morris 2000, 2185). The upper fill of the ditch contained pottery that dated to the late
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Fig 3 Bermondsey Street, Southwark: late 15th century ditch and 16th century recut.
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16th century. Imported pottery included a sherd of Andalucian tin-glazed earthenware or
lustreware and a Cologne or Frechen stoneware jug with a small circular stamp featuring a
woman’s bust in profile below a band of writing in relief which dates to c 1550 (Gaimster
1997, 212, no 50; Jarrett 2002, 29).

LATE 16TH/EARLY 17TH CENTURY REDEVELOPMENT

Two dumped make-up layers sealed the north–south ditch, the pottery assemblage of which
included sherds of a Cologne or Frechen stoneware jug dated 1550–80. A sawn offcut of antler
was recovered from the make-up indicating that antler working took place on or near the
site in the late 16th/early 17th century. The antler industry was in decline and had been
taken over by those using horn by the late medieval period; from then on there is little
evidence for usage on any but a casual and occasional basis (MacGregor 1985, 51). In the
north-western corner of the trench (fig 4) a cask-lined well was discovered; the cut was at
least 0.82m in diameter and 1.46m deep (0.8m OD). The well contained two in-situ casks
though less than a quarter of the structures were located within the limits of the trench and
the well may originally have consisted of three casks. The lower cask was complete apart from
its base and top lid; seven staves were recorded, held by seven bands of willow hoops. The
top of the lower cask, 0.5m in diameter, fitted inside the base of the upper cask. The upper
one had been truncated towards its top, but eight staves held by hoops were recorded. The
construction cut backfill contained a body sherd of a Cologne or Frechen stoneware jug and
part of a Green-glazed Border ware moneybox indicating a late 16th century date of
construction. The cask-lined well was probably in use throughout the 17th century as the
composition of the fills and lack of finds would suggest that gradual silting had occurred until
it was fully backfilled at the end of the 17th century. A strap handle of a glazed Midlands
purple ware vessel, dated 1480–1750, was the only potsherd recovered from the well fill
( Jarrett 2002, 29). A sunken barrel backfilled in the 17th century was excavated during the
evaluation at 151–153 Bermondsey Street (Beasley 2000, 10); however, this barrel had a
wooden base present suggesting it had been used as a storage pit rather than a well.
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Fig 4 Bermondsey Street, Southwark: late 16th/early 17th century and 18th cask-lined well and pit.
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18TH CENTURY

In the 18th century a brick-lined well (1.70m OD) was constructed just to the north of the
cask-lined one and located in the north-west corner of the trench (fig 4). Overlying the cask-
lined well was a make-up layer with tile inclusions 0.4m thick, which had been dumped to
allow construction of a brick building recorded in section 10 (fig 3). A brick floor (1.55m OD)
over a sandy bedding layer had then been laid down. A north–south aligned brick wall
appeared to overlie the floor and was therefore probably internal.

The historical context, by Roger Leech

Bermondsey Street was probably first established as a causeway built to connect the wealthy
Cluniac Bermondsey Priory with Tooley Street, the waterfront of the Thames and London
Bridge. It was in existence by the late 12th or early 13th century, as ‘the causeway leading
to Bermondsey’ (Carlin 1996, 31). Bermondsey Street is mentioned by the 1430s (TNA:
E199/43/3). In the 16th century the memory of the origin of the street as a causeway lived
on. In his will of 1597 William Gardiner devised to his son rents from his houses in
Bermondsey Street ‘built upon the causey there’ (Charities Commission 1899, 9). Gardiner
thought of the street as a ‘causey’ or causeway, and may have been passing on knowledge
inherited through generations that the street had originated in this way. At the Dissolution,
Bermondsey Abbey collected substantial numbers of rents and tenants for properties in
Bermondsey. In 1544 the abbey’s income included rents of assize (effectively ground rents)
worth £4 4s 2½d, tenancies at will worth £24 12s 8d and leases worth £20 12s (TNA:
SC6/HENVIII/3463). The grant of 1544 of the rents and tenements of Bermondsey Abbey
to Sir Thomas Pope included a long list of named tenants (TNA: L & P XIX, pt 1, p 372).
These rents and properties, formerly held by Bermondsey Abbey, were within the parish of
St Mary Magdalen, probably in Bermondsey Street. The excavated site may therefore have
been within the ownership of the abbey. Boundary ditches found in the excavations could
well be divisions between the subdivided parts of the burgage plots laid out by Bermondsey
Abbey on either side of the causeway.

The first detailed description of Bermondsey Street was by John Stow in 1598 (Stow 1598,
369): ‘Then have ye, from the entering towards the said Horsedown, one other continual
street called Bermondes high street, which stretcheth south, likewise furnished with buildings
on both sides, almost half a mile in length, up to the late dissolved monastery of St. Saviour
called Bermondsey...’. Deeds show that the pattern of narrow tenement plots running back
from the street was well established by the mid-16th century. The largest collection of deeds
and other records relating to individual properties are to be found in the Southwark Local
Studies Library, where deeds are indexed under street name. Newcourt’s map of c 1658, the
first to show Bermondsey Street in any detail, illustrates the street as fully built up, extending
from the house on the site of Bermondsey Abbey to Tooley Street; there were no other built-
up streets adjacent to the abbey (GL: MS 3441). On the east side of the street Newcourt’s
survey shows two groups of tanning pits behind the street frontages. The study area falls within
the southerly of these two groups of tanning pits. By the time of Strype’s survey of c 1720
(vol 2) much more building had taken place in the adjacent streets, for instance in Five
Foot Lane (later Russell Street) and in Long Lane. By this date Coleman’s Yard and Bell
Alley were recorded as being to the north of the excavation site; the boundaries as
shown on this survey bear some resemblance to those shown more accurately on later plans.
Richard Horwood’s map of 1799 is detailed, showing individual houses and their
numbering in each street; it displays the study area as surrounded by tanneries, in Long Lane,
to the south of St Mary Magdelen’s church and in Russell Street (London Topographical
Society 1985).
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Fig 5 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Wooden bowls. 1: fruitwood bowl; 2: birch bowl; 3: ash bowl; 4: elm dish;
5: birch bowl with projecting handles.
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The wooden bowls, by Robin Wood and Lisa Gray

Four turned wooden bowls were found in the fills of the late 15th century north–south ditch,
and one from the 16th century recut. Turned wooden bowls were the commonest eating and
drinking vessels during the medieval period, open forms in pottery being comparatively rare.
Finds of groups of vessels like this, however, are not common as most damaged bowls would
have been used as kindling and few achieved the perfect conditions necessary for survival.
Most finds such as these come from isolated waterlogged pits, privies or wells. A group of
eighteen bowls was recovered from a single pit at St Mary Spital, London (13th–16th century)
(Thomas et al 1997, 59–61). There is another group of nine bowls from Austin Friars in
Leicester (late 13th/early 14th century) (Clay 1981, 139) and a group of seventeen bowls and
dishes from Winchester dating to the 11th–13th centuries (Keene 1990). The bowls from the
Bermondsey Street site can also be usefully compared to the major assemblage of over 170
examples from the Mary Rose (1545) (Hildred 1997). These bowls would have been turned
on the pole lathe and all except small find 20 bear the characteristic marks of the cutting
tools, no abrasives having been used to smooth them.

Two bowls are typical medieval forms and could have been used for drinking or food. The
first (fig 5, no 1) is fragmentary, turned thin with a flat base and flared rim with very fine
toolmarks visible on all surfaces, it is made of a fruit wood, possibly apple or pear (cf
Pomoideae – Pyrus/Malus). The second (fig 5, no 2), made of birch (Betula), is a thin turned
bowl with flat base and raised foot, tool marks are visible inside and out with coarse grooves
across the base. After washing for identification a burnt cross was observed on the base.

Figure 5, no 3 is an unusual form: it is a very thinly turned and fragile dish, all the tool
marks from turning have been removed either by the use of abrasives during manufacture
or by long use and scrubbing with abrasives such as sand. It has a flat base but no raised foot
with a decorative groove; it is made of ash (Fraxinus). The form is almost identical to a 19th
century cream skimmer, used to skim the cream after the milk had settled in a bowl overnight.
This use seems likely though it could possibly have been used as a small serving dish or saucer.
One possible parallel from Leicester exists (Allin 1981, SF 82): a similar fragmentary thin
turned ash object, which was interpreted as a bowl base.

A large dish showing clear turning marks with coarse grooves across the flat base (fig 5,
no 4), is made of elm (Ulmus). The size, form and chamfered rim of this bowl (fig 5, no 3),
are all very similar to the many large dishes from the Mary Rose (1545) (Hildred 1997). Dishes
of earlier date tend to be smaller and often copy pewter forms with flanged rims (Egan 1997,
203–5, S66 & S67; Thomas et al 1997, 60).

A particularly unusual finely turned bowl or porringer with the remains of two projecting
handles (fig 5, no 5), was recovered from the 16th century recut ditch, and is made of birch
(Betula) (although macroscopically similar to the fruitwood bowl). Such bowls are turned above
and below the handles and the section aligned with the handle is carved with a knife; this is
a particularly finely turned example and the thin handles were fragile and have broken away.
One bowl with handles like this was found at Winchester (Biddle 1990, no 3412). The rim
form here is identical to the bulk of the bowls from the Mary Rose: it has a chamfer on the
outside and a fine groove just below the lip.

The leather, by Quita Mould

LEATHER FROM THE LATE 15TH CENTURY DITCH FILLS
(Note: some of the terms used here can be found in the Glossary at the end of this section)

Footwear of turnshoe construction was found in the secondary fill of the late 15th century
north–south ditch. A turnshoe boot of cowhide (fig 6, no 1), two turnshoe soles and the
forepart cut from the sole of a multi-layered sandal (fig 6, no 6), or possibly a welted shoe,
were identified. The boot (fig 7) has tall one-piece quarters with a front panel extending up
the leg from the vamp. It was heavily worn and had been repaired at least twice before being
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thrown away. A large piece torn from a decorated panel, probably from a garment, had been
deliberately folded before being discarded (fig 8). The panel fragment has areas of two lapped
seams with grain/flesh stitching; the angles of the seams suggest that the panel tapered in
width. A small area of a third seam has a small U-shaped notch present. The panel is
decorated with four, curving, sinuous lines of awl-made holes, lacking thread impressions on
either side. The leather is 1mm thick with no grain surface present suggesting it to be either
a split skin, or to have lost the grain surface due to an aggressive burial environment in
combination with a surface treatment. If the latter, the awl-made holes, despite the lack of
thread impressions, represent lines of stitching, possibly quilting.

Two pieces have been cut away from a wide strap of cowhide with stamped decoration
(fig 9, no 3). The larger piece appears to have had nearly half its original width removed.
The grain surface of the strap is decorated with a line of stamped circles along the surviving
edge and a central cabled band with a pelleted infilling comprising a repeated 2mm square
stamp of four dots. Stamp decorated girdles from waterfront sites in the city of London have
been found to date to the late 14th and early 15th centuries (Egan & Pritchard 1991, 41). A
circular mount of tinned iron, with a pelleted border, is attached to the smaller piece of strap
by two shanks.

The upper fill of the late 15th century ditch contained a group of cobbling waste from the
repair of worn shoes, comprising at least twelve shoes and three pieces of secondary waste
leather. A discarded lasting margin cut from a shoe upper provides direct evidence that shoes
were being made from leather salvaged from old, worn shoes: a form of recycling undertaken
by the cobbler that later became a separate trade known as ‘translating’. The footwear
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Fig 6 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Leather objects and shoe styles. 1: turnshoe boot; 2: child’s ankle shoe;
3: side laced ankle shoe; 4: lace-up low boot; 5: low boot with buckle; 6: multi-layered sandal; 7: slip
on shoe.
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Fig 7 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Leather objects. 1: turnshoe boot for right foot with sole, rand, forepart and
clump repairs, vamp, one-pieces quarters, heel stiffener, leg extension. Scale 1:3.
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comprises ankle shoes and various styles of, what we would understand today as, low boots
reaching just above the ankle, and sandals. A child’s ankle shoe (fig 6, no 2) of cowhide has
a one-piece upper fastening at the instep with a divided lace tying through a pair of lace holes;
a second example with this fastening was made with a separate vamp and quarters (fig 9, no
4). A one-piece quarters of calfskin comes from an ankle shoe that laced at the side through
twelve lace holes (figs 6, no 3 and 11, no 5); a fragment of lace hole lining from a second
example was also found. At least four boots with two-part quarters with a central back seam
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Fig 8 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Leather objects. 2: panel fragment with lapped seams and lines of awl-made
holes. Scale 1:3.
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Fig 9 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Leather objects. 3: cut-down strap with stamped decoration and double-
shanked, circular mount of lead alloy (Scale 1:2); 4: turnshoe ankle shoe for left foot with sole, rand, one-
piece upper with tab-ended divided lace, rectangular tongue (Scale 1:3).
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and gently curving front seam are present in the group. They are made in various leathers,
cowhide, calfskin or sheep/goatskin, with heel stiffeners of calfskin or sheep/goatskin. These
low boots were open at the leg. One boot quarters has a single lace hole showing that it laced
at the instep (figs 6, no 4 and 11, no 6), probably with a divided lace like the ankle shoes
above. A single cowhide vamp surviving fastened across the instep with a circular buckle of
lead alloy and a small strap showing that other boots buckled at the instep (figs 6, no 5, and
11, no 7).

A high-throated shoe of sheep/goatskin differs from the rest of the group. It has a
horizontal, decorative raised binding across the toe, a feature more commonly seen on shoes
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Fig 10 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Leather objects. 5: turnshoe one-piece quarters with twelve lace holes, heel
stiffener; 6: turnshoe right of two-part quarters; 7: turnshoe vamp fastening with lead-alloy buckle and strap
at centre front. Scale 1:3.
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Fig 11 Bermondsey Street, Southwark. Leather objects. 8: turnshoe vamp with seamed slit across toe to attach to
folded top band, two fragments of one-piece quarters; 9: sandal for right foot with multi-layered sole, two
ankle straps, toe strap. Scale 1:3.
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of 16th century date (fig 11, no 8). Unfortunately the style of shoe could not be defined further
because of damage to the upper and it cannot be more closely dated.

The remains of two sandals with multi-layered soles fastening with ankle straps (fig 6, no
6) were also present in the upper fill. The better preserved had an X-shaped toe strap surviving
and a layered sole 20mm thick (fig 11, no 9). The forepart from the sole of a possible third
example was found.

The late 15th century ditch may, as stated above, relate to the precinct of Bermondsey
Abbey, indeed, it may have formed the western boundary of the monastic precinct. The
recovery of two sandals with multi-layered soles and two likely pieces of sandal sole from fills
of the ditch is of interest. Sandals have been found in relatively large numbers on the Thames
waterfront sites in London (there termed pattens: Grew & de Neergaard 1988, 101, figs
139–40, table 21) and in very small quantities in the provinces and abroad. The recovery of
sandals from monastic sites on the Continent has led to the suggestion that sandals may have
been a style of footwear worn by monks and nuns (Goubitz et al 2001, 267–8). While the
majority of sandals from London have been found in large dumps collected from throughout
the city and not site specific, rare examples with possible monastic associations are being
noted, as is the case here. Another may be a possible sandal found in a later medieval
assemblage in the city ditch close to the Greyfriars (Franciscan) Priory (KEW98, Jackie Keily,
pers comm). However, it should be pointed out that no sandals were recognised among the
assemblages from Shrewsbury Abbey (Mould 2002) or the Austin Friars, Leicester (Allin 1981,
145).

LEATHER FROM THE 16TH CENTURY RECUT

Shoe parts of welted and turn-welted construction came from 16th century fills of the 16th
century recut. Parts from three shoes were found in the upper fill of the recut. The better
preserved is a slip-on shoe of welted construction (fig 6, no 7). A fragment of quarters with
decorative stitching comes from a second shoe. The back part of a third shoe, apparently cut
down to make a mule, is likely to be of turn-welted construction. The high throat of the slip-
on shoe, and the top edge of both the decorated quarters and the quarters from the turn-
welted shoe, all had pinked (serrated) edges. They date to the later 16th century. A tab present
at the front seam of the quarters fragment is comparable with that on a shoe found, with
other footwear, on a shipwreck in the Wadden Sea (Waddenzee) dated to c AD 1590
(shipwreck S01, shoe A, Goubitz 1985, 224, fig 2 top). The turn-welted construction of one
of the shoes implies the leather may have been thrown away at the beginning of this period,
during the third quarter of the 16th century.

Glossary (after Grew & de Neergard 1988)
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Clump: a thick extra sole on a shoe.

Lasting margin: the part of the upper pulled onto the
underside of the last (a wooden block matching the
shape of the foot) and is later used to join the upper
to the sole.

Quarters: the sides and heel of a shoe upper, which join
the vamp on either side of the foot.

Rand: narrow strip of leather, triangular in section,
sewn between the upper and the sole to make the
join more watertight.

Turnshoe: shoe constructed inside out and then
reversed – or ‘turned’ – so that the seams and much
of the stitching are on the inside.

Turn-welted: the upper, inner sole and turn-welt (strip
of leather wider than a rand with two parallel rows
of stitches) are sewn as for a turnshoe, but the turn-
welt extends outside the lasting margin for
attachment to a second, outer sole.

Upper: parts of a shoe covering the upper foot and
consisting of vamp, quarters, and possibly, inserts.

Vamp: the front section of the shoe upper.

Welt: a strip of leather wider than a rand (narrow strip
of leather, triangular in section, sewn between the
upper and the sole to make the shoe more
watertight) with two parallel rows of stitches.
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Analysis of the stave-built vessel remains, by Damian Goodburn

The cooperage elements were representative samples taken from two casks from a well lining.
The vessels were stacked one above the other forming a self-supporting lining in a manner
commonly found in medieval and post-medieval wells in London. Presumably the use of
second-hand casks, which would decay in a period of a few years at the less waterlogged top
of the well, represents a ‘cheap’ option for a well lining as opposed to one of masonry or
brick. The use of rather small, cheaply made casks probably indicates that the resources
allocated to the making of this well were just about the bare minimum possible at this period.

ELEMENTS OF THE LOWER CASK

The lower cask had five bands of split and shaved roundwood hoops. These had been shaved
from small deciduous stems split in half. The ‘bung hole’ was actually a squared opening
c 140 x 60mm. This sort of opening is known from a small number of other London cask
finds, particularly imported tar barrels of softwood. Such a large opening can allow for filling
with relatively large items. The staves were of radially split oak of straight moderate growth
rate, having up to c 90 annual rings. They varied in width and in thickness, with some thinning
out at the ‘booge’ or middle, probably to ease bending without fire. Unlike what is typical
of recent beer and wine cask making in Britain and France, much sapwood was left on one
edge of several of the staves. The presence of this softer, more decay-prone material would
have limited the life of the cask. The staves were only slightly smoothed and hollowed and
faint traces of broad axe marks could be seen on both faces. The bevels on the ends of the
staves (‘chime’) and the grooves for the removed cask ends (‘croze’) also survived. The ‘howel’
or hollow where the croze was cut was slight. Unfortunately no deliberate marks, brands or
painted signs of any kind were observed on any of the cask elements.

ELEMENTS OF THE UPPER CASK

Elements of this cask were much less well preserved but it could be seen that they were broadly
similar to those described above. The longest surviving stave had the croze groove at one
end. Again much sapwood was left and the staves were cut from an oak(s) of fast to moderate
growth having a maximum of 80 annual rings. The hoop fragments were also similar to those
of the lower cask. Essentially it would appear that the upper cask was of the same form and
type as the lower, which probably implies that a third cask was originally used to extend to
the then ground surface. The examination and selective recording of these two casks has shed
light on the making of cheap ‘slack’ casks (Kilby 1971, 40) used for viscous or solid materials,
from butter to apples; although in this case we do not know what they originally contained.
Their use as ‘one journey’ wine casks is also possible.

The mammal, bird, fish and amphibian bones, by Philip Armitage

A total of 181 animal bone elements/fragments were submitted for identification, analysis
and interpretation, including sieved as well as hand-collected samples. The bone specimens
are identified to species and anatomy; representing five mammal, five bird, eight fish, and
one amphibian species; details of species identified and their stature/weight are available in
the site archive.

In view of the interpretation that the late 15th century ditch possibly formed the western
boundary of the monastic precinct, special attention was paid in analysing the animal bones
from the fills of this feature. As a result of the analysis, two very distinct components in the
bone assemblage from the combined fills have been identified.

For a relatively modest-sized bone sample there is a surprisingly high degree of variety in
the food waste, including a diversity of both fish (predominantly marine) and bird species: a
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profile consistent with a monastic dietary regime. For example, the discovery of cod and ling
bones in deposits possibly associated with an abbey is not unexpected given the knowledge
that gadoids (cod family) frequently made up over half the total quantity of fish consumed
yearly at monastic sites in the later medieval period (see the diet of the Westminster Abbey
monks referenced by Harvey 1995, 48). Much of this cod (and ling) would have been obtained
in preserved form either dried (stockfish) or salted (Locker 2001) and usually headless (as
discussed by Perdikaris 1996, 29). The cod remains however include two cleithra, indicating
that some of the fish supplied to the refectory kitchen must have been whole. With reference
to the consumption of birds, there is clearly a heavy reliance placed on domestic fowl as the
principal dietary staple but wild species also make a contribution. Noteworthy is the presence
of blackbird in the food debris as in the later medieval period this was the most expensive of
the small wild birds eaten (Wilson 1976, 109). Such small wild birds often served as pittances
at special feast days celebrated within monasteries. The overall richness and variety in the
fish and birds consumed at the abbey fits well into what is known concerning the typical late
medieval monastic diet which Harvey (1995, 34) categorised as a ‘form of upper-class diet,
the equivalent within the cloister of the diet of the nobility, gentry or urban elites outside’.

In order to better understand the nature of the consumption of red meat by the medieval
population of the Bermondsey area, calculations were made of the relative proportional
frequencies of the main domesticates/meat-yielding species based on bone-weight data
(omitting the weight of the sheep metapodia believed to be non-food waste – see below). The
results of this analysis reveal that beef (77% of the total) dominated the diet, with mutton
(12.6%) and pork (10.4%) making lesser contributions. When viewing this information it is
important to recognise that not all of the beef/mutton/pork bones may in fact derive from
the nearby abbey. Based on the presence of the waste products of the tanning process (see
below) in the same ditch infill deposits as the food refuse, it may be suggested that a certain
(indeterminate) proportion of the meat bones are from meals eaten by the tanyard workers
rather than the monks.

Of special note in the assemblage is the group of ten (mainly intact) sheep metapodial bones
(six metacarpi and four metatarsi). Such bones would have had very little food value and it
may be suggested this group represents waste from sheepskin preparation: an interpretation
supported by the presence on one metatarsus of knife cut (skinning) marks across the proximal
end (anterior aspect) just below the articular surface. As discussed elsewhere (Divers et al 2002,
73), there is a well-documented association between foot bones of sheep and leather-working
crafts in the medieval and post-medieval periods (in which the skins of sheep supplied to
leather-workers from slaughteryards had their horns and feet still attached). Archaeological
deposits comprising disproportionate quantities of sheep metapodials are therefore recognised
as refuse products from such crafts/industries. O’Connor (1984) for example has published
a similar (but much larger) assemblage of intact sheep metapodial bones from an 18th century
industrial site at 118–126 Walmgate, York.

In summary, the faunal remains almost certainly comprise intermixed elements from two
distinct sources that reflect the two major human institutions/activities in the immediate area:
the tanning industry (established as early as the late 14th century) and the Benedictine Abbey
(changed from priory to abbey in AD 1399). The local tanners as well as the monks apparently
used the same ditch as a convenient feature for disposing of their unwanted waste (including
animal bones).

Archaeobotanical analysis, by Alys Vaughan-Williams

The medieval assemblage from the late 13th/14th century ditch predominantly represents
a ruderal (waste ground) environment indicated by plants such as buttercups, goosefoot,
nettles and fat hen. A picture of grassland lined by woody hedgerows is therefore apparent
as opposed to marshland. The occasional wet habitat plants present are likely to be those
that colonised the ditch and its banks. The hemp seeds and charred grain indicate that there
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was some cultivation occurring, although there is no evidence to say whether this was local
or the result of trade. It is highly likely that domestic animals were being kept in the area,
requiring grazing, and therefore quite feasible that the extensive grasslands indicated through
the floral assemblages were used as pasture for these animals, as well as potentially some
cultivation.

There appear to be many more garden plants, found in the fills of the late 15th century
ditch: peas, coriander, wild celery, parsley, winter savory and thyme, as well as plums and
sloes join the frequent cabbage and/or mustard seeds. These are representative of small-scale
cultivation, or a kitchen garden. Whether the site formed part of Bermondsey Abbey or not,
there were clearly fairly substantial attempts at cultivation by this time. Monks spent around
half the year as vegetarians owing to restrictions imposed on their diet through their beliefs
(Wilson 1976). Accompanying the fruits and vegetables were a number of common arable
weeds as well as those that border gardens, hedgerows, or any unkempt area, as is the case
today. Among these were nettles, buttercup, white bryony and selfheal. Elder, hawkweed
oxtongue and bristly oxtongue were also present, which similarly inhabit disturbed
environments, and could have originated from either cultivated land or open ground around
the site. The presence of damp habitat species such as the knotgrasses is not surprising, as
water would still have flowed in the ditch, providing a valuable supply of water, as well as
preventing the land becoming too waterlogged. Therefore, by this time, the samples show
that the land had been drained and perhaps successfully raised to allow small-scale cultivation
among what was still a fairly rough but open habitat. The gardens appear to have contained
a mix of vegetables and fruit trees, together with some herbs. Weeds included corncockle
and stinking chamomile, as well as border plants like rough chervil and mignonettes.

The 16th century saw another dramatic change in vegetation with the loss of cabbages
and/or mustards and plums, and the appearance of many sedges and rushes. This
corresponds with a decline in the knotgrasses and docks found in the fills of the recut ditch
and suggests that small-scale cultivation had ceased with the dissolution of Bermondsey Abbey
in 1538 (Beard 1986). The presence of a wide range of grassland and hedgerow species
indicates that the open ruderal environment continued around the channel. The assemblage
also contained an abundance of sedges and spike-rushes, which are typical of a very wet
environment. This could reflect an increase in the flow of water through the ditch. However,
with extensive grassland in the area, it is more likely that they represent hay that had been
harvested and used as bedding, roofing, flooring and/or fodder for animals during the winter.
The ditch would present a convenient dumping ground for waste, hence its mixed assemblage.
An additional development, indicating the increasing population and importance of
Southwark, is the presence of fig seeds and grape pips in the post-medieval period. Although
not abundant, they are a common occurrence on sites in the area, including the post-medieval
samples from Bermondsey Wall West (Vaughan-Williams 2010), and Borough High Street
(Vaughan-Williams 2003). This suggests that within the vicinity of this ditch, there was a
source of supply for imported foods such as grapes and dried figs.

Discussion

Much of Southwark was marginal marshland until more substantial flood prevention
measures were taken in the late medieval/early post-medieval period. Enough defences were
built during the 14th century to allow some settling of Bermondsey, although seasonal flooding
is likely to have remained a problem (Divers et al 2002; Ridgeway 2003). The site does not
appear to have been occupied until the 13th/14th century when a north–south boundary
ditch was dug and a 15th century building was constructed along Bermondsey Street. A late
15th century north–south ditch was dug parallel to and on the same alignment as the earlier
ditch. The late 15th century ditch was recut in the 16th century. The ditches may not initially
appear significant in such a low-lying marshy area; however, their alignment along
Bermondsey Street and the environmental evidence recovered from them, suggests a link with
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the precinct boundary of Bermondsey Abbey. The well-preserved finds within the larger ditch
are also indicative of activities that took place within medieval monastic institutions, such as
craft industries. Professor Grimes reconstructed the extent of the abbey precinct, suggesting
that it stretched from the southern corner of Bermondsey Street to the junction with Crucifix
Lane in the north (Grimes 1968, 212). According to his map the study site would have been
located within the precinct. However, Carlin (1996, 31), refers to a source stating that the
‘causeway leading to Bermondsey’ ran from the end of Tooley Street to the priory precinct.
This would suggest that Bermondsey Street itself was not the western boundary of the
precinct, but the boundary was perhaps on a north–south alignment leading down to the
priory. It is therefore possible that the north–south ditches found at 171 Bermondsey Street
formed the western boundary of the monastic precinct. The later ditch was certainly large
enough to have formed a significant boundary. The cutting of the later ditch in the 15th
century may be associated with a redefinition of the precinct boundary after the elevation of
the priory to an abbey in 1399.

Medieval monasteries were essentially self-contained institutions depending for their
continued existence on the produce and income of associated agricultural and industrial
estates (Coppack 1990, 100). Activities that could have taken place within the abbey precinct
are reflected in the finds assemblage and environmental samples from the ditch. Organic
remains were particularly well represented, with five wooden bowls, leather shoes and leather
working waste, and the comparatively varied animal bone assemblage recovered. Since all
these finds were found in only a 3m-long section of the ditch, it is possible that a turner and
a leather worker were situated nearby, because of the density of these materials. The two
sandals and possible sole of a sandal from within the late 15th century ditch could have been
the footwear of monks from the abbey. A group of eighteen wooden bowls and plates
recovered from a waterlogged pit at St Mary Spital at the north-east of the medieval City of
London (Thomas et al 1997, 59–61) can be compared to the assemblage found here. The
wooden vessels were probably used at the abbey. The bowls would have been used for broths
and stews and the plates for meat and fish. Wood-turners were a vital part of any community
supplying essential tablewares and other wares for the kitchen and dairy. A burnt cross was
found on the base of the elm bowl, perhaps denoting ownership. Turners’ marks found on
turned vessels are usually incised, stamped or branded. A late 13th/early 14th century bowl
has a simple incised cross and a florid cross stamped or branded on a vessel from the College
of the Vicars Choral site at Bedern. The majority of marks known from this type of vessel
date from the 13th–15th centuries (Morris 2000, 2220).

The animal bone assemblage retrieved included bird and fish as well as mammals. Waste
from monastic buildings tends to consist of a high proportion of bird and fish bones because
the dietary regime involved restricting the consumption of meat. Nearly half the days in the
year were designated for religious fasting. The remains of cultivated plants in the area in the
late medieval period are a further indication that the religious precinct was in close proximity.
Outer areas of religious precincts may have accommodated the kitchens, workshops or
guesthouses similar to those found at other monastic sites (Gilchrist 1996). The fragments of
16th century glass from the recut ditch indicate that there was high-status occupation on or
near the site in the medieval and post-medieval periods. This may be linked to the conversion
of Bermondsey Priory to a mansion called Bermondsey House by Sir Thomas Pope following
the Dissolution (Carlin 1996, 63).

In the late 16th century an attempt was made to reclaim the land and raise the waterlogged
ground above the level of the silted-up ditch. The cask-lined well, dating to the late 16th/early
17th century, was replaced by an 18th century brick-lined well. This suggests that property
boundaries had remained fairly static because the later well was located in the same place
at the rear of the building fronting onto Bermondsey Street. A three-tiered cask well dating
to the 15th century was found in Coppergate, York (Morris 2000, 2251). A written account
of the cost of the materials and labour for constructing a cask-lined well is outlined by Morris.
It was a major undertaking involving labourers, a carpenter, a tiler, a paver and four others
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taking six weeks to complete (ibid, 2239), although clearly a much cheaper construction than
a brick, tile or stone-lined well.
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